
I can do!
Facebook Ads

The structure of ads in facebook

to do Facebook ads you will need

In order to create Ads in Facebook you will need to specify three things: your Campaign, Ad Set and Ads

Once you have a personal profile you will be able to create your...

You can do BOOSTED ads from here and link your Page to your...

Through your business manager you can create your...

This is where you create and manager your highly targeted FB ads
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Facebook personal profile

Facebook business page

FB business Manager account (recommended)

FB Ad Manager account 
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campaign Objectives
Awareness 

Consideration

Conversion
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Traffic 
App installs 
Engagement 

Brand awareness 
Reach 
Local awareness 

Video views 
Lead generation 
Messages 

Conversions 
Catalog sales 
Store visits 

Post engagement 
Page likes 
Offer claims 
Event responses

The purpose of this document is to help you brainstorm and organise your ideas for your next Facebook Ad 
Campaign. Make a helpful record and reminder of what you've done (tick box) and what you've still to do...

Note the most important campaign objectives for small business/ministry start-ups are Engagement 
(getting more interaction on your FB Page so you can build connection and trust), Traffic (taking people 
to your website) and Conversions (getting people to take a specific call to action like download from your 
website, learn more, purchase from your website, make contact, opt-in). Listed below are the possible 
FB Campaign Objectives (2018).

My campaigns

Facebook campaigns

Write down different campaign ideas...
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My AD Set ideas

My campaign objective for this Ad set
Write down your campaign objective for this ad set...

Ad set 1 - Write down specifics that describe your ad set

Ad set 2 

Ad set 3 

Within a single campaign you can have multiple Ad Sets. Your Ad Set is where can target who you 
would like to show your Ad to, for how long and at what cost. You can make different "sets" e.g. 
different sets of people (your targeted audience) to see which group is most interested in you.
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created and named:

created and named:

created and named:

created

Facebook AD SETs

Demographics

Gender

Age

audience interests

Budget and schedule

Brands 
Celebrities 
Publication 
Stores 
Associations 
Books 
Software 

Feeds 
groups 
right column 
instant articles 
in-stream video

Budget 
Bidding 
Scheduling

Ad placement

Ad set variables
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My AD ideas

My Ad set
Write down the ad set for the following ads

AD 3

AD 2AD 1

AD 4 
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created and named:

created and named:

created and named:

created and named:

created

the ad creative - creating the ad

Ad variables

Within a single Ad Set you can have multiple Ads. Your Ad Creative is where you specify your Ad's 
graphics and text. Here's you can style different Ads and see which works best for your Ad Set. 
NB. In Facebook you are able to create a single ad that comprises of multiple graphics. So within 
one ad you can already test a collection of images to see which works best if you would like to.

graphics & video Text Headline

To help with testing your Ads, consider all the variables. Don't forget to change one variable at a time so you 
can track how effective any change is. And don't forget Facebook Ad marketing is both a science and an art.
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